
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

During this webinar, a leading PIPEDA expert will share key strategies for a 
compliant breach response program. You will receive detailed guidance based on 
lessons learned from the mandatory breach reporting obligations in Alberta (largely 
mirrored in the new PIPEDA regulations); in-depth direction on assessing whether a 
breach poses a ‘real risk of significant harm’; practical strategies for breach 
recordkeeping and notifying individuals of breaches; simple steps for ensuring service 
providers support your ability to comply; and practical know-how on data breach 
management strategies based on case studies and breach scenarios.  
 
The PIPEDA amendments introduced new offences and fines. This webinar will help 
your organization avoid a fine for contravening the new breach response rules. 
 

Participants will receive the following useful resources as take-aways: 
• Template data breach response procedure; 

• Template data breach recordkeeping log; 

• Flowchart for breach notification and reporting decision-making process; 

• Critical sample service provider contractual clauses relating to data breaches; and 

• A notice upon finalization of the regulations summarizing any changes, and a summary of 
any guidance documents received from the Privacy Commissioner/Federal Government. 

 

 

How does the webinar work?  
 

You will be provided with 
instructions when you register. 
Webinars are presented on-line 
using your Web browser and your 
phone. You will be dialing into a 
dedicated teleconference line.  No 
special equipment is required. 

 

 

 

 
Fazila Nurani, B.A.Sc. (Elec.Eng.), 
LL.B., CIPP/C, CISA, CSX 

 
Fazila is a privacy, cybersecurity  

and CASL consultant and lawyer.  She trains 
organizations in a wide range of industries on 
compliance best practices.  Fazila focuses on 
giving companies the internal competencies to 
effectively manage their compliance obligations. 

PrivaTech specializes in assisting 
the private and public sectors to 
proactively manage and mitigate 
privacy, CASL and information 
security risks. 
 

www.privatech.ca 
 

 
PrivaTech Consulting is 
based in Toronto, Ontario.  

 

REGISTER online at:  
 

www.PIPEDABreach.com 

Webinar Cost = $425.00 
 

Plus 13% HST 
 
 

SPOTS FILL QUICKLY.  ONLY 15 PARTICIPANTS PER SESSION. 

Sept. 28 is FULL 
 

SELECT 

Oct. 4th 
OR 

Oct. 10th  

1:00 – 2:30 p.m. 
EST  

“Fazila Nurani is an excellent Webinar trainer.  She has the ability to turn legal requirements into understandable, highly relevant and achievable best 
practices. Her training supersedes other programs because she leaves her audience with invaluable tools and resources!”   

 - Penny Gould, Corporate Compliance, Allstate Insurance Company of Canada 

“Fazila Nurani has been instrumental in helping us achieve PIPEDA compliance.  Her knowledge and training style bring clarity to legal responsibilities.” 
 - Caroline Smith Bailey, Training Manager, WIND Mobile 

DON’T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY FOR TIPS ON BREACH PREPAREDNESS AND MANAGEMENT! 

A Breach of Security Safeguards:  
Key Strategies for Complying with 

New PIPEDA Regulations 


